Improvisation by unknown
Experiments in Art and Technology 2
UrBANGUILD 18/4/2014
????????????
Doors: 19:00 Start 19:30
Performance times are approximate
19:30 - 20:00 Masked Vocal Performance ?????
????????????????????????????????????????
Audio-visual performance using an acceleration sensor and microphone attached to a mask.
20:00 - 20:30 The Octopus Strikes Back Michael Lyons + ???? + Palle Dahlstedt 
????????????????8???????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????
Light sensors on the projection screen respond to changing patterns of illumination from a Super 8 projector 
and drive an analogue synthesizer. The film itself acts as a musical score. Several original handmade films 
were produced for this performance. 
20:30 - 21:00 Turn up, Turn on, Turn out Andy Couzens
??15?????? Aiming for 15 minutes of maiming. 
21:00 - 21:30 ???? ? ?? ?Rakasu Project?
???????????????????????????????????????????????
?1185?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
An electroacoustic musical work based on Biwa Hoshi's narration of the story of the battle of Dannoura, 
which was the last clash between Genji and Heike and the climax of the ancient Japanese war narrative 
Heike Monogatari. Based on this setting, I will perform an improvisation using various sensors etc. built in 
or connected to a laptop computer.
21:30  - 22:00 Electronic Improvisation Palle Dahlstedt + ?????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
Improvisation is an exploration of an unknown space. We navigate partly blindfolded along paths determined 
by unpredictable interaction between man and machine, and between people. Without a map, we have to 
probe and react, ponder and vary, explore and contemplate (what we have before we lose it). Trying to 
achieve the gestural freedom of acoustic instruments, I will perform on custom electronic instruments 
together with Butoh dancer Nonoko Sato.
22:00 - 22:30 Electro-Acoustic Trumpet Christopher Fryman + ????
MIDI???????????/????? ???? ?????????????
A sound experiment with a Musical Instrument Digital Interface and a trumpet. Dance from Rico Murakami 
included.
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??? ::: The Players 
??????????????????????/??????????????????????
Yuuma Taesu  is a university student researching interactive audio/visual media.
????/Haruka Mitani
-????????????????????independent filmmaker/artist
Palle Dahlstedt/???????????
- composer, pianist, improviser, electronic musician, researcher into the inner mechanics of creativity
-  ????????????????????????????????
- visiting from Gothenburg, Sweden,?????????????????
Michael Lyons/?????????? 
-?????????????, nime???, ??????
-  media arts and science researcher, nime enthusiast, failed bohemian
Andy Couzens/??????????
- ??????????????????????????????????????
- Vamtcha art monkey, working primarily in sound and video art
????/Rico Murakami
????2012???????????????????????????????????
Butoh dancer,belonging to the Butoh company Ima Tenko+Kiraza from 2012.
Christopher Fryman/????????????
- ??????,??,???·?????????????????
- Trumpeter, Composer, Dancer, Cinematographer, Author
???/Akiko Ochi
- ???????????????????????????????????????
- physical computing, making & playing 'min' instruments, electronic music, noise, improvisation
?????/Nonoko Sato
- ???????????"???????"?????????
- Butoh dancer, belong to Butoh company  Ima tenko?Kiraza. She dances all things in nature.
